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In these modern days Science and Technology are developing much faster beyond of our imagination constantly 

day by day. Various electronics fields like power electronics, consumer electronics, automotive electronics are 

constantly improving , developing newest, advance systems to upgrade themselves for beautiful service for 

customers of today's modern civilization. These developing are too much important for modern science age but 

paralaley continuous risk of fire are also increasing day by day In these advance modern age. Some examples 

are like high power and high wattage S.M.P.S system , Inverter system, A .C machine, Lift or elevator  motor 

gear and  control system room, Large Workshop machines, Automobile sector short circuting electrical wiring 

etc. If we observe carefully our daily news updates through news paper, news channels then very often we get 

the massive fire disasters updates. When we observe those carefully,  then many times we can see most of the 

cases are related to short circuting due to over loading , over running period without proper rest and poor 

maintenance and these causes are related to all fields almost directly and indirectly but till now proper solution 

is not applied for the safety and so as a result when these massive fire disasters are happening hudge amount of 

property and life lose are happening and during control process of the fire the fire brigade is facing various 

problems like water crisis to space management but if the fire is detect in a very basic level then it can be 

control easily and massive fire disasters can be avoid easily. My designed device do this same job easily. If this 

device or system is installed in the electrical, electronics devices , motor system, automobile fields with proper 

management then the safety degree can be increas in these field much efficiently. The device can detect fire and 

smoke easily  through it's sensors and disconnect the underobserve machinery from the electric supply and also 

active an alarm to alert local people. This way the fire can be terminate in a basic level and can save property, 

life efficiently.  

The Working Principle Of The Advanced Fire Detector Cum Electric Supply Disconnect System And How To 

Apply The System Properly In Various Fields = The total system is divided in few functional blocks.  

1/ Power Supply Block  

The 230 v A.C. I/p is going to the power supply block section and it step down the A.C. to a low volt regulated 

DC  5 volt and unregulated 12 volt D C supply.  

2/ Smoke Detector And IR Fire Detector Module Functional Block Section = 

The smoke and fire detector module get 5 volt D C regulated  supply from the power supply block section.  The 

function of the smoke detector module is detecting the presence of smoke into the machine compartment or 

enclosure . If any smoke condition is appearing through any machine  part of the system then the module detect 

it and send command signal to the controller section block and then the necessary action is taken by the main 

controller  section for protection.  

The Function of the IR fire detector module is almost same. First the IR fire detector module is getting the 

regulated 5 volt supply from the power supply block section. The IR Detector Module is also fitted into the 
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machine compartment or enclosure  in correct position like the smoke detector module.  The Fire Detector is 

continuous monitoring the inner atmosphere of the machine enclosure  properly. If suddenly any kind of spark 

or fire or small candle light  type fire is  arrive in any machine part of the system then the IR Detector  detect it 

and send command signal to the main controller section and the main controller section is taken the necessary 

step for protection.  

Main Controller Section Functional Block = The Main Controller Section is the center  of  the  system. This 

section control the total system.  When the respected command signal are come to the main controller section 

for processing during  emergency condition then the controller section  process these signal and disconnect the 

electric supply to the underobservation defected device to avoid large fire disaster and the section also switch on 

the  alarm to alert the local people. A mobile phone trigger system can also be attach to the  main controller 

section block for send an emergency call to a preset number to a correct authority. The main advantage of the 

controller section is once the controller section disconnect  the electric supply to the defected device during 

emergency condition , the electric supply remains disconnected from the the defected device until the main 

switch is switch off or the reset button is not press. In this situation the alarm is continuous on . 

The 12 volt 40 Amp relay is use here to connect and disconnect the electric supply to the underobservation 

system according to  emergency and nonemergency condition. 

Apply the system properly in the various fields is not so tuf but very easy.  

The smoke detector and the IR fire detector is just inserted into the underobservation device or machine. The 

machine may be an A C machine or may be a large fridge' s compressor- blower enclosure . The detector device 

may be keep wall mounted, the sensors which are inserted into the machine enclosure are connected to the 

detector device through cables and the underobserve machine is getting power through the detector device. This 

is the full wireing  of the total system for proper working. If any kind spark, fire or Smokey condition appear in 

the A C machine or in the compressor enclosure of a colling system or a fridge, or may be a computer  server 

room or may be a complicated electrical wiring system or any system specially in those places where 

continuous risk of fire is present all time . Through this arrangement these both sensors can detect the fire and 

smoke easily and send the command signal to the  main controller section which is fitted outside of the 

underobservation system or machine . This system quick process the signal and disconnect the A C supply to 

the machine and  also  switch on the alarm to alert the local staf for better protection. This way the system 

prevent massive fire disaster in a very basic level and protect the property and life very efficiently.  This can 

also be attach with the  power electronics systems like large power supplies, Power inverter, converter and also 

in SMPS, computer server room in various ways and the system can be keep in underobservation to protect 

them from large fire disaster and also save the property and life surrounding them very easily. 
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